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Abstract We design a semantic parser for natural language
texts, which constructs syntactic trees and a semantic
representation
markers in each. This representation is used to recognize the
description of emotional situations in texts by an emotional
computer agent.

I. INTRODUCTION
Linguistic theories usually distinguish syntactic and
semantic levels of representation [1]. It is theoretically
considered that semantic representation is language
independent and should be used for machine translation and

syntactic structure as the deepest representation level. There
are numerous attempts to transfer parts of semantic knowledge
to the syntactic trees. In [2] syntactic analysis is combined
with semantic role labeling. In [3] syntactic representation is
enriched with lexical functions. In [4] tree nodes are
associated with entities from an extended ontology. The
extended usage of lexical functions with the annotation of
word classes is used to construct semantic representation in
[5]. We suggest a rule-based parser, which, in addition to
syntactic dependency tree, constructs a standalone semantic
representation, suitable for further processing. In particular,
this representation is used in architecture of an emotional
computer agent to construct emotional reactions to an
incoming text, as described further in III.
II. PARSER ARCHITECTURE
Parser is designed to implement the main levels of
language representation: it includes morphology processor
(stemmer), syntax dependency parser and the constructor of
semantic representations (frames). Parser is written on C#,
uses dictionary data, stored in SQL database, and grammar
rules in XML format for syntax processing. It has a rule-based
architecture, and in the present state does not rely on any
machine learning approach.
A. Stemmer and dictionary
Stemmer is based on the OpenCorpora resource dictionary
[6]. For our dictionary we have selected only 20,000 most
frequent lemmas (frequencies obtained from [7]). To extend
the dictionary it is possible to attach a list of additional
lemmas with the indication of inflectional class (according

to [8]). The parser database stores inflections for Russian
inflectional classes, allowing stemmer to recognize wordforms
for lemmas from the additional dictionary.
The dictionary contains basic semantic information for the
most frequent words. To annotate lexical semantics we use a
set of 596 semantic markers, initially based on [9], but greatly
extended to describe different lexical fields, distinguish
lemmas inside the same lexical field and describe polysemy
for each lemma. 14,000 of lemmas are annotated with
semantic markers, there are 27,000 markers total in lexical
semantics, 1.5 markers on average per lemma meaning.
Unlike [4], where a word is considered as a representation of a
specific semantic class from a universal ontology, we suggest,
that a word carries semantic markers from different classes:
bank
simulate an important semantic observation, that a
representation of a concept and the set of its focal markers
varies from situation to situation [10], so different reference
frames may address different focal markers in the semantics of
a word.
B. Parser and grammar
1) General parser architecture. We develop a dependency
parser implementing left-to-right approach. On each shift the
parser adds the next token (wordform) to stack(s) and then
applies to each stack all the feasible reductions, as defined by
the grammar rules. A rule is defined as a possible reduction,
where the right-hand side of the rule can be reduced to the lefthand side head h:
>

h

In a grammar rule h can be defined as a non-terminal
symbol, which does not appear as a standalone token in the
text. This approach allows a developer to describe immediate
constituent grammars with non-terminals. In this case h is
of the rule. At the same time, it
is possible to mark one of the right-hand segments as the rule
head, so that the rule reduces the top of the stack to its
terminal head:
h

a, b, h
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or, in a more compact form:
<a, b, hhead

>

This approach allows a developer to design pure
dependency grammar, where terminal segments (like h)
substitute other terminal segments (a, b,
) within a
syntactic tree.
Right-hand side of a rule is flexible and may have from 1
to any number of segments. It is also possible to define
optional segments within a rule. For example, the following
rule R1 joins adjective pronoun APro, adjective Adj (where
APro and Adj are optional) and a noun N within a noun phrase,
where N is the head:
[APro], [Adj], Nhead
This rule may apply to the following sequences:
N
Adj, N
APro, Adj, N
APro, N
Within a specific rule a developer may define the
following procedures for each segment:
check for a specific marker (grammeme or a syntactic
feature);
check for agreement for a specific grammatical
category with other segments of the rule;
set a specific grammeme (for the head only);
copy grammeme of a specific type to rule head;
check for a specific lemma.
The following rule binds subject to a finite verb in a
reversed word order (walked man). It checks for a finite verb
(VFIN), for the possibility of the verb to link substantive in
nominative case (0-Snom-ag), checks for agreement in
number, animation, person and gender, and accounts the
binding: changes 0-Snom-ag to 1-Snom-ag. For a
subordinate substantive it transfers its semantics to ag (agens)
semantic valency, and
if the subject is a question word
(having type Ques) copies the value of this type to the head
verb.
<rule name="VFIN-subj-r" fork="true">
<seg head="true">
<check marker="VFIN"/>
<check marker="0-Snom-ag"/>
<agr type="NMbr"/>
<agr type="Anim"/>
<agr type="PErs"/>
<agr type="GNdr"/>
<set type="Snom-ag" marker="1-Snom-ag"/>
</seg>
<seg semval="ag">
<check marker="S"/>
<check marker="nomn"/>
<agr type="NMbr"/>
<agr type="Anim"/>
<agr type="PErs"/>
<agr type="GNdr"/>
<copyup type="Ques"/>
</seg>
</rule>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ability to rewrite certain markers (grammemes or
syntactic features) of the rule head h may be used to indicate
the subordinate segments of h or to limit repeated applications
of the same rule. For example, rule VFIN-subj-r uses
0/1-Snom-ag marker to provide one single binding with the
subject noun. This approach allows a developer to concentrate
on the list of specific grammemes and syntactic markers for a
given segment N, rather than to manipulate with abstract nonterminal symbols.
The grammar developer can also manually control, if
syntactic analysis forks (duplicates the stack) upon an
application of a specific rule. For example, rule VFIN-subj-r
(VFIN + Substantive/Subject) allows forks, cause
Substantive may be the subject of the next verb. At the same
time, rule Substantive/Subject + VFIN does not allow
forks: substantive in nominative is attached to the verb with no
option. In such cases the developer may mark rule
fork
required for processing.
In order to reduce memory usage the parser also checks the
structure of the stack before each shift according to special
optimization rules. Stacks that contain non-reduced minor
segments are excluded from further analysis. For example, if
we shift from a finite verb, we may consider, that all nouns on
the left should be reduced to this or other verbs, so we may
eliminate stacks with remained nouns.
2) Russian grammar. This parser architecture allows us to
design a flexible grammar for the Russian language. We
follow the principle, that the head of a syntactic group should
reflect the grammatical (and semantic) features of the whole
group. So, for example, we consider prepositions as a noun
category and reduce prepositions to nouns this also forms
direct link between a verb and its actant (without intermediary
preposition), which is favorable for future semantic analysis.
Although we generally use terminal heads (as usual for the
dependency grammar), we use virtual heads (non-terminals)
for conjunction noun phrases as we consider, that none of
the segments (neither conjunction itself, nor any of the nouns)
represent grammatical or semantic characteristics of the whole
phrase.
Our present Russian grammar contains 289 rules. In our
studies we mainly concentrated on the recognition of explicitly
expressed emotional patterns (d-scripts), rather than on recall
of syntactic analysis: parser runs on text collections with the
average speed of 475 sentences per minute with 20% of
successfully parsed sentences (in 47% of cases failures appear
due to the incomplete dictionary, and in 33%
do to the
incomplete or inaccurate grammar).
C. Semantic representations constructor
The structure of semantic representation is one of the
major problems of theoretical linguistics. We consider
semantic representation of a simple sentence (clause) as a set
of semantic roles (valencies), similar to the roles by Fillmore
[11] (and extended in [12], [13]) with the predicate p at the
head and with actants as subordinate tree nodes. We use 21
valency types, in particular: p, agens, patient, content,
instrument, source-point, target-point, cause, effect etc.
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Semantic representations are constructed with the help of
syntactic rules. Each syntactic rule may indicate, that one of its
segments should be mapped to a specific valency, e. g. when a
noun in nominative case is bound with a verb, the binding rule
maps the noun to agens. Each entity of the sentence (verb and
actants) is represented by a set of semantic markers for the
corresponding lemma and all its subordinate lemmas:
meanings of adjectives and subordinate noun phrases are
combined with the head noun, meanings of adverbs are
combined with the head verb. As the semantic representation
for a simple sentence is a one level tree, it can be drawn as a
) with a set of semantic markers for
table of valencies
each valency (p is always the head, although it is not indicated
at the table). Phrase a brown cat drinks milk is described by
the following semantic representation:
TABLE I.

SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION FOR A BROWN CAT DRINKS MILK

p

agens

patient

ingest
drink

object
living-being
has-color

object
food

This representation can be further used for analysis and
classification:
or emotions modelling by the affective computer agents

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE COMPUTER AGENT
A. Emotional reactions
As the parser extracts semantic frames from text, it can be
used in a variety of applications, covering data mining and fact
extraction. In particular, the parser is used inside an emotional
computer agent to make it sensitive to the emotional
information, contained in incoming texts. The agent is
designed as a simple cartoon character (Fig. 1), which receives
semantic representations, generates simple gestures and
utterances and may address different counterparts, including
itself [14], [15].

rational reasoning) and meta-cognitive (responsible for higher
forms of reasoning, like introspection and reasoning about
own plans). We implement the opposition between reactive
and deliberative processing with the help of two groups of
scripts: d-scripts (dominant scripts) and r-scripts (rational
scripts). These scripts compete for the processing of each
incoming semantic representation and form different output
gestures and output utterances.
The list of d-scripts, responsible for the emotional
processing, is based on [17]. It includes 34 units, 13 of which
are responsible for the recognition of negative situations:
DANGER,
APPROPR
Appropriation
while 21 d-scripts are responsible for positive situations:
CONTROL, CARE, COMFORT, ATTENTION
APPROVAL
etc.
B. Script activation
Each script has a reference semantic representation. Each
incoming frame is processed by a number of competing
scripts. Scripts are activated to different degrees depending on
the proximity to the frame. Proximity metric evaluates the
-valency basis to
reference frame. Scripts activation is also affected by

For a sample phrase
following representation:

the parser constructs the

TABLE II. SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION FOR

LL HIT YOU!

p

agens

patient

touch
with-force

object
somebody
principal
other

object
somebody
self

This representation is compared to all the scripts and causes
the highest activation to the script DANGER with the
following reference frame:
TABLE III. REFERENCE SEMANTIC FOR DANGER D-SCRIPT

p

agens

patient

touch
with-force

somebody
other

somebody
self

This forces the agent to prefer an aggressive or flee reaction
in speech and gestures.
Fig. 1. Cartoon situation for a computer agent

We rely on the theoretical architecture of emotional
computer agent, suggested by Sloman [16]. In this architecture
an incoming event (or incoming text semantics) can be
handled on three levels of processing: reactive (responsible for
basic emotional processing), deliberative (responsible for

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

principal
I
corresponds to the agent (it is referred to
you in the
incoming phrase). If no evident pronouns appear in the text,
the agent may identify itself with a valency, corresponding to
the prevailing emotion (d-script), e. g. if teachers beat
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students , the agent associates itself with a student if it is
afraid (DANGER d-script) and with teacher , if happy to
scare others (WE DANGER d-script). Both reactions may
appear during processing, representing possible ambiguity in
emotional situations, where a listener may partly associate
himself with an aggressor and the victim.
In a more sophisticated case the parser should react on texts
of the internet blogs. In particular, we observe the following
picture for the utterance: A real man is always interested in the
life of the beloved girl. Parser creates the following
representation:

IV. CONCLUSION
Semantic parser can be designed in a way to construct a
standalone semantic representation, suitable for further
processing. This approach engages theoretical linguistic
concepts: (a) explicit usage of semantic markers and valencies
within semantic representation, and (b) separation of syntactic
and semantic representation levels of language (c) changes of
semantic representation of a concept, depending on the
situation (frame). Semantic representation can also serve
further semantic procedures, like recognition of emotional
situations in incoming texts.
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TABLE IV. SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION FOR A REAL MAN IS ALWAYS
INTERESTED IN THE LIFE OF THE BELOVED GIRL

p

agens

patient

think
pay-attention
frequently

object
somebody
man
positive

abstract
time-period
existence
object
somebody
woman
of-minimal-age
positive
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